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duees continuous distributions at the expense of not treating (or treating much 
more superficially) compound distributions, branching processes, recurrent 
events, renewal equation, random walk and ruin problems, markov chains, birth 
and death processes, and waiting lines, in short, the second half of Feller. The 
reviewer finds himself in sympathy with Feller's choice but would advise that 
there is enough additional material in Parzen so as to make it desirable supple- 
mentary reading for subscribers to Information and Control. 
SEYMOUR S~ERMAN 
Wayne State University 
Detroit, Michigan 
Lectures on Communicat ion Systems Theory. Edited by ELIE J. BAGH- 
PARr. McGraw-Hill, New York, 1961. 617 pp. $12.50. 
We wish to mention this book, although it is impossible ven to attempt to re- 
view it in detail. An outgrowth of a 1959 Summer course given at M.I.T., it boasts 
18 authors, all from that school, and more topics. The presentation, a photo- 
graphical reproduction of a typewritten master, is legible and attractive. 
After an Introduction, one finds the customary "How to learn probability the- 
ory in one hour." This book cannot be read without a moderately extensive but 
firm familiarity with probability theory. 
The rest of the table of contents is as follows: 
Chapter 3. Signals in Linear Time-Invariant Systems, by WILLIAM M. SIEBERT. 
Chapter 4. Channel Characterization: :Basic Approach, by WALTER E. MoR- 
Row, JR. 
Chapter 5. Channel Characterization: Rapid Multiplicative Perturbations, by 
HERBERT SHEI~MAN AND ELIE J. BAGHDADY. 
Chapter 6. Channel Characterization: Time-Variant Dispersive Channels, by 
THOMAS KAILATH. 
Chapter 7. Diversity Techniques, by ELIE J. BAOHDADY. 
Chapter 8. Statistical Decision Theory and Communications: The Simple 
Binary Decision Problem, by WILLIAM M. SIEBERT. 
Chapter 9. Statistical Decision Theory and Communications: A more General 
Formulation, by WILLIAM L. ROOT. 
Chapter 10. Representation f Signals, by ROBERT M. LERNEI~. 
Chapter 11. Design of Signals, by ROBERT M. LERNER. 
Chapter 12. Sequential Reception of Time-Variant Dispersive Transmissions, 
by JOHN M. WOZENCRAFT AND THOMAS KAILATH. 
Chapter 13. Coding and Decoding, by PETER ELIAS. 
Chapter 14. Feedback Communication Systems, by P~vL E. GREEN, Jl~. AND 
I~ETER ELIAS. 
Chapter 15. Characterization f Noise in Receiving Systems, by ROBERT P. 
RAFUSE. 
Chapter 16. Microwave Applications of Semiconductors, by ARTHVR UHLI~, 
JR. 
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Chapter 17. Masers and Low-Noise Systems, by ROBERT ~'I. KLINGSTON. 
Chapter 18. Performance Criteria of Speech Systems, by IRWIN POLLACK. 
Chapter 19. Analog Modulation Systems, by Er~rE J. BAGFIDADY. 
Chapter 20. Analysis of Long-Term Variability, by DONALI) G. Bt~ENNAN. 
Chapter 21. Communication Link Design, by WA~TER E. MORROW, JR. 
Chapter 22. Communication Using Earth Satellites, by JEROME B. WIESNER. 
Chapter 23. Conclusion: Present Trends, by ROBERT M. F2INO. 
BOOK REVIEW EDITOR 
Progress in Operations Research, Vol. 1. Edited by RUSSELL L. AC~0Fv. 
Wiley, New York, 1961. 505 pp. $11.50. 
This is an unusually lively example of the current rend towards collective 
volumes. (As we have already mentioned, this Journal will not attempt to share 
such books among as many reviewers as there are authors. General notices is all 
that we can provide.) The Editor announces that the forthcoming volumes of the 
series will be due to others than Professor Ackoff. We commend his resolution and 
hope that his promise will not be held. The titles and authors of the different 
chapters are the following. 
Chapter 1. The Meaning, Scope, and Methods of Operations Research, by 
RUSSELL L. ACKOFF. 
Chapter 2. Decision and Value Theory, by C. WEST CHURCH~AN. 
Chapter 3. A Survey of Inventory Theory from the Operations Research View- 
point, by FRED HANSSMANN. 
Chapter 4. Mathematical Programming, by E. LEONARD AHNOr'F ANn S. SAM- 
KAR S~NGU~TA. 
Chapter 5. Dynamic Programming, by STUART DREYFUS. 
Chapter 6. Dynamics of Operational Systems: Markov and Queuing Processes, 
by PmLI~ M. MORSE. 
Chapter 7. Sequencing Theory, by ROGER L. SISSON. 
Chapter 8. Replacement Theory, by BURTON V. DEAN. 
Chapter 9. The Theory and Application of Simulation in Operations Research, 
by GEORGE W. MORGENTHALER. 
Chapter 10. Military Gaming, by CLAYTON J. THOMAS. 
C~APTEg 11. Progress in Operations Research: The Challenge of the Future, 
by JOHN F. MAGEE 2iNn MARTIN L. ERNST. 
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